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ABSTRACT

This paper covers a study to compare the feasibility of constructing avalanche sheds and
other methods to control the Stanley avalanche on Berthoud Pass. The study consists of .
preliminary field investigations, preliminary avalanche dynamics analysis, development of
conceptual designs for avalanche sheds based on a recommended improved four-lane
highway, and preliminary construction cost estimates for avalanche control alternatives.

U.S. Highway 40 over Berthoud Pass is exposed to avalanche hazards at other locations,
however, encounters with motorists at the Stanley slide paths are particularly dangerous
because vehicles can be pushed over the edge of the roadway embanlement and down
steep slopes.

The Stanley avalanche can be classified as medium-frequent and is expected to run after
each medium to large snowstorm. Most avalanches blocle only the upper highway. The
larger ones have been Ienown to overrun the lower highway and come to rest at the foot
of the opposite slope.

Present avalanche control is by artillery fire or explosives dropped from a helicopter.
Both methods are unreliable and involve high risles. They cannot be implemented when
bad weather or poor visibility prohibit the use of artillery and flying, or when bacle
country sleiers are in the area.

The control alternatives proposed by this study consist of the non-structural GAZ.EX
system and three types of structures: avalanche sheds, supporting structures (snow·
bridges and snow nets), and drift control structures. These may all be used either
independently or in combination with each other.

INTRODUCTION

Two avalanche paths intersect U.S. Highway 40 along the east side of Berthoud Pass
approximately 80 Iem (50 mi) west of Denver in the Front Range of the Colorado Rocley Mountains:
The Stanley and the Floral Parle avalanches (Figure 1). Other than preparing a topographic map,
no studies have been initiated to investigate the Floral Parle avalanche. The studies are needed,
however, to complete design and construction of 5.3 miles of new improved highway for the
eastern section of Berthoud Pass. Preliminary roadway design studies have been completed
(Ueblacleer, 1992) which indicate that the present two-lane highway can be widened to
accommodate a four-lane facility.

, Paper presented at the International Snow Science Worleshop, October 4-8, 1992, Brecleenridge,
Colorado, U.S.A.

2 Principal Engineer, Ueblacleer Associates, Consulting Engineers, Geologists, Constructors.
P.O. Box 260880, Laleewood, Colorado 80226. U.S.A.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION

Both avalanches are presently controlled
with the use of explosives. A 105 mm
recoilless rifle or a helicopter are used to
deliver explosives to the starting zones of
the Stanley avalanche; an Avalauncher MK
18 at Floral Park. This system has been
used in the United States for many years
and has proven to be effective in
minimizing accidents with avalanches on
Colorado mountain highways. However,
the system has numerous shortcomings and
disadvantages and does not assure a safe
controlled release of avalanches under all
conditions. Aside from its adverse
environmental effects (shrapnel littering
the mountain), and being dangerous to the
crew handling the explosives and
equipment, one of the greatest drawbacks
of this system is that it can only be
operated during daylight and good
weather. Also, the energy being delivered
to the snowpack from detonating
explosives fired from a 105 mm recoilless
rifle seems to be insufficient to rupture the
cornice and slab which at the Stanley
avalanche site form on the lee side of the
west ridge of the mountain. This is
particularly dangerous because it can lead Figure 1. Berthoud Pass - Stanley Avalanche
to post-control release of avalanches or
release of uncontrolled natural avalanches.

BACKGROUND

The Stanley avalanche is located on the southeast-facing slope of the east shoulder of Stanley
Mountain. It has three starting zones and tracks which originate in a bowl-shaped depression
(catchment basin) on the slope above timberline between the elevations of 3,n9 m (12,400 ft) and
3,413 m (11,200 ft). The catchment basin has an area of approximately 16 hectares (40 acres).
The main track has a vertical drop of 731 m (2,400 ft), is 1,341 m (4,400 ft) long, and extends to
Clear Creek. It crosses U.S. 40 twice, once at an elevation of 3,090 m (10,140 ft) and the second
time at an elevation of 2,950 m (9,680 ft). The approximately 274 m (900 ft) long runout zone of
the Stanley avalanche includes the lower section of the main track which has a more gentle slope
and the valley bottom of Clear Creek. The other two tracks of the Stanley avalanche only cross
the upper highway and do not reach the valley bottom of Clear Creek.

Avalanche Frequency and Size

Information on avalanche frequency is presented in Table 1. A total of 37 avalanches are shown
to have crossed U.S. 40 between 1951 and 1982. Twenty-two of these were artificially released
with artillery and 15 occurred as natural events.

According to the data presented in Table 1, the Stanley avalanche can be classified as medium
frequent. Avalanche frequency in Colorado may be calculated using the following equation
recommended by Judson and King (1984):
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I =0.109 eO.121R (1)

From which follows that for the Stanley avalanche (R = 24 degrees), I = 1.988 or 2 events per year.
R being the angle of the path of the main track in the final 100 m (300 ft) to the upper road.

The data presented in Table 1 is also an indicator of the size of the avalanche that can be
expected. Over the 31 year period, between 1951 and 1982, at least 6 large avalanches occurred,
depositing 5 m (15 ft) or more of snow on the upper road. The largest avalanche during that
period occurred in April of 1957 and was triggered by artillery. It blocked the upper road with 5
m (15 ft) of snow over a total length of 610 m (2,000 ft). Calculations show that by assuming a 12
m (40 ft) width for the roadway embankment, approximately 34,000 cubic meters (1,200,000 cubic
feet) of snow needed to be removed before the highway could be reopened to traffic.

Most avalanches block the upper road and come to rest approximately midpoint between .
elevations 2,987 m (9,800 ft) and 3,002 m (9,850 ft). Since 1973 at least three avalanches reached
the other side of Clear Creek depositing about 0.6 m (2 feet) or more of snow on the lower road
(Fink,. 1991; Steinbrink and Zimmer, 1992). One of these was a natural event. In February of
1986, 2.8 m (110 in) of new snow produced a major avalanche that placed snow and debris of
broken trees on the lower road. This avalanche was released by explosives dropped from a
helicopter.

Previous Observations

The observations and calculations presented in an early report (Frutiger and Martinelli, Jr., 1966)
indicate the best control method for the Stanley avalanche would be to use supporting structures
(snow nets, or snow bridges) in the starting zone with drift control structures to the windward of
the catchment basin.

AVALANCHE CONTROL ALTERNATIVES

Structural Control Alternatives

The proposed structural control alternatives for the Stanley avalanche consist of avalanche sheds,
supporting structures (snow bridges and snow nets) and drift control structures. Avalanche sheds
(~igure 2) would provide direct protection !o the upper ~nd lower highway. As iIIustra~ed in
Figures 3, 4 and 5, avalanche sheds may either be used Independently (Alternate 1) or In

combination with supporting and drift control structures (Alternates 2 and 3). The latter reduces
the length of the upper avalanche shed. The snow nets and snow bridges are installed in the
starting zones of the tracks that are not protected with avalanche sheds. The snow drift control
structures are installed to the windward of the starting zones. Alternate 4 (Figure 6) has no
avalanche sheds and consists of supporting and drift control structures only,

It should be noted that until construction of anyone of the proposed structural control alternatives
is completed, avalanche control would need to be continued using explosives,

Non-structural Control Alternatives

The GAZ.EX system (Schippers, 1992) is much more efficient than the use of the 105 mm recoilless
rifle. The smallest GAZ.EX exploder (1.5 cubic meters) produces an explosive detonation shock
wave which is equivalent to 15 kg (33 Ibs) of TNT placed on the snow pack. The 105 mm shell
explodes inside the snowpack and its energy is only equivalent to approximately 2 kg (4 Ibs) of
TNT. Furthermore the GAZ.EX system can be operated under all conditions, during inclement
weather and during the night, to achieve safe controlled avalanche release when desired.

Figure 7 is a possible layout for a GAZ.EX system at the Stanley slide area, Three of the .
exploders would be installed immediately below the west ridge above the three trades of starting
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Figure 2. Structural configuration of avalanche shed (Michael E. Simpson, 1980).

zones A1, A2, and A3. The spot elevations for exploders E1, E2, and E3 are 3,718 m (12,200 ft),
3657 m (12,000 ft) and 3,627 m (11,900 ft.) respectively. The fourth exploder E4 would control the
I~wer starting zone of A1 near the main track and is positioned at 3,505 m (11,500 ft). The
shelter is located on a ledge above exploder E1 at an elevation of 3,734 m (12,250 ft).

Construction Costs

Preliminary construction cost estimates for the proposed avalanche control alternatives are
presented in Table 2.

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

Field investigations completed to date consist of surveying, establishing ground control for aerial
mapping, physical inspection of the avalanche terrain and a reconnaissance level geotechnical
investigation. This investigation consisted of drilling 10 test holes supplemented with seismic
refraction surveys to determine soil profiles and depth to bedrock along the 610 m (2,000 ft) long
alignment of the upper avalanche shed. Geologic crossections were prepared to determine the
optimum position of the avalanche shed relative to depth of bedrock as indicated by the seismic
refraction surveys and test hole information.

ENGINEERING ANALYSES

Preliminary avalanche dynamics analyses were conducted using the Voellmy equations published
by leaf and Martinelli, Jr. (1977). Velocity, runout distance, and impact load calculations were
performed for both dry-slab and powder avalanches using variable friction factors and snow
depths in the starting zone. The McClung (1990) model was used to check avalanche speeds.

DISCUSSION

The Shed

Avalanche sheds are a well-known form of defense structure. Sheds provide direct protection
from avalanches where they are installed. But due to their higher cost, they are often shorter than
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they should be. In order to obtain maximum avalanche protection from the shed, the highway
alignment must be modified. The cost of this worle must be included in the shed project. Some of
the governing criteria for design are: (1) A very short construction season; mid June to mid 
October; 4 months. This may dictate the work to be done under two or more contracts in
separate years. (2) Remote site. This may effect the delivery of materials, particularly concrete.
(3) Traffic control at a restricted site during summer tourist months. (4) Requirements for water-
proofing the structure. (5) An economical solution. .

Supporting Structures in Starting Zones

Snow nets and snow bridges not only prevent avalanche release, the may also help tree seedlings
to grow. Wire-rope nets are visually acceptable. The nets may be abandoned thirty years later
when the trees are large enough to hold back the snow without protection. Also in the final
analysis, supporting structures may be necessary only in the area where the snow slab is
deposited.

Drift Control Structures

If a properly designed drift control structure were in place, it should be possible to retain some
snow on the flat ridgetop above the west rim. There would be less snow in the depression of the
slope to the lee of the ridge, and the supporting structures which are proposed to be installed in
this area would be relieved considerably.

Non-Structural Control

Non-structural control is by explosives. The most effective alternative to the present method is the
GAl.EX system which offers better control and timing.
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TABLE 1. AVALANCHES CROSSING U.S. HIGHWAY 40, STANLEY SLIDE AREA

Dote Trigger Depth on Rood Length on Rood

02/07/51 Natural 15 Feet 600 Feet
12/30/51 Natural 8 100
01128/55 Artillery Unknown
02/16/56 Artillery 6
01110/57 Artillery Unknown
04/10/57 Artillery 15
02/17/58 Natural 10
09/26/59 Natural 1
02/04/60 Artillery 15
02/28/61 Artillery 5
01121164 Artillery Unknown
03/06/64 Artillery 10
01129/65 Natural 3
03/15/65 Natural 10
03/26/65 Natural 8
02/18/66 Artillery 7
01116/67 Artillery 3
12/27/67 Natural 3
01128/69 Artillery 4
05/07/69 Natural 4
03/25/70 Artillery 8
04120/70 Natural 5
11/25/70 Artillery 1
01115/71 Artillery 8
01114/72 Artillery 15
04/26/73 Artillery 20
12/28/73 Natural 6
01125/75 Natural 10
01114/76 Artillery 1
03/04/77 Artillery 10
05/08/78 Natural 5
11128/79 Artillery 6
01109/80 Artillery 6
04/08/80 Artillery 15
OS/21180 Natural 5
01104/82 Artillery 4
05/14/82 Natural 4

Source: COOT, 1987, Environmental Assessment

TABLE 2. CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES, AVALANCHE CONTROL ALTERNATES

SNOW NETS
OR DRIFT CONTROL

SNOW SHEDS SNOW BRIDGES STRUCTURES TOTAt COST

929 m (3,050 If) •..•-..... .-••-.•--- $30,500,000
792 m (2,600 If) 4.8 h (11.83 ac) 268 m ( 800 If) $29,829,000
675 m (2,050 If) 9.6 h (23.66 ac) 366 m (1,200 If) $28,018,000

.......... 19.0 h (47.05 ac) 588 m (1,928 If) $14,789,800
GAZ.EX Installation· One shelter (A) and
Four 1.5 cubic meter double ading exploders $ 1,037,185
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Figure 7. Alternate 5, layout for a GAZ.EX system at the Stanley Avalanche site. El. E2, E3 and
E4 are 1.5 cU.m double acting exploders connected to a single shelter.
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